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BUTYL SEALANT TAPE

Create a waterproof seal between two panels of plastic sheeting.  This double-
sided butyl rubber tape has a very aggressive bond to any surface it touches.  
This tape is often used with Vapor Tape to seam panels of plastic sheeting 
together or permanently attach them to porous surfaces such as concrete 
foundation walls.  This tape creates a permanent bond and should not be used 
in temporary applications. Roll size 1.5” x 100’.

ACCESSORIES & TAPES
REINFORCED REPAIR TAPE available in black, white or clear

Seal holes, rips or tears in applications such as greenhouse covers and 
containments.  This durable tape is made with 8 mil string reinforced 
polyethylene sheeting and an adhesive backing that creates a permanent 
bond with any surface it comes in contact with.  It should not be used in 
temporary applications.  Roll size 4” x 50’.

VAPOR SEAMING TAPE

Seam panels of plastic sheeting together to create a waterproof seal for pond liners 
or encapsulation liners.  This pressure sensitive tape bonds more aggressively as time 
goes on to create a permanent bond.  This tape creates a permanent bond and should 
not be used in temporary applications.  Roll Size 4” x 180’.

2-SIDED BONDING TAPE

Create a waterproof bond between panels or overlapped sections.  2-sided, 10 
mil clear tape has a transparent adhesive that retards tape stretching during 
application.    This product is not designed for temporary applications.  Roll size 1.5” 
x 300’

FIRE RETARDANT TAPE available in black or white

Use in areas that require fire retardant or flame retardant materials like 
hospitals and data centers.  The waterproof coated cloth tape is great for 
sealing duct work, fiberglass insulation and wire harness insulation and 
bundling applications. This tape works best with our fire retardant plastic 
sheeting, it attaches to almost any surface including steel and plastic.   
225FR White roll sizes 2” x 180’ and 3” x 180’.  268FR Black roll size 2” x 100’.
377 FRPE Blue roll size 4” x 180’.
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EASYZIP HD™ ZIPPER

Quickly create a doorway or an opening in plastic sheeting with EasyZipHD 
zippers.  These zippers are heavy duty with an instant bond designed to stick 
on tarps, plastic sheeting, fabrics and shrink wrap films.  

TARP GRABBERS

Permanently attaches to plastic sheeting up to 20 
mils thick.

TARP GRIPPERS

Reusable grommet clips often used with tarpaulin.

TIE DOWN BUTTONS

Reusable plastic grommets for plastic sheeting up to 
10 mils thick.

ATTACHABLE GROMMETS - hang or attach plastic sheeting anywhere.

CUSTOM FABRICATED ACCESSORIES FOR REINFORCED POLY SHEETING

At Americover, we offer a wide variety of custom fabrication options to meet your needs. Sometimes 
it’s easier just to get your cover made to your specifications, rather than trying to figure out which 
accessories will make it work for your application.  Below are just a few custom fabrication options 
available for our string reinforced plastic sheeting.

Internal Tab Seams Grommets Fastex Clips 2” Webbing Loops D-Rings


